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Down the street, one of the most popular thespians of the nineteenth century, Edwin Forrest, had performedMetamora: The Last of the Wampanoagsoff and on before packed houses for nearly five years. The ...

Rewriting White: Race, Class, and Cultural Capital in Nineteenth-Century America
Ideas and practices rooted in racial prejudice have been part of the modern Olympic Games since their inception in the late 19th century, but never more prominently than in the ...

Dallas Holocaust and Human Rights Museum presents Tainted Games: The Role of Race and Racism in the Berlin Olympics of 1936
By the 1850s, the opium wars had devastated China and brought the Qing dynasty (1644-1912) to the verge of collapse, while far to the south a gold rush had led to a period of unprecedented economic ...

Half Chinese, half white Australian – the mixed-race families who thrived when many did not amid 19th century prejudices
this 2006 book examines how a nation dedicated to the proposition that 'all men are created equal' formulates arguments both for and against race-based slavery. This revisionary argument promises to ...

Race, Slavery, and Liberalism in Nineteenth-Century American Literature
I’ve been known to hang it on July 4, not as a gesture of British party-pooping or to aggravate the neighbours, but because this particular neck of the woods has a fascinatingly mixed history as a ...

America’s History Wars, Race, and the Flag
What is Jim Crow?” The question took me aback. It came from an earnest sophomore, a white student from southern Maine who had enrolled in my Colby ...

Maine Compass: White students deserve – and need – to learn more about race
Hundreds gathered at the Frederick County Fairgrounds Saturday for the 19th Annual Frederick Running Festival, some with signs to cheer on friends and family and others with their sneakers tightly ...

Back on the track: 19th Annual Running Festival kicks off
and class as the primary categories through which deviancy was expressed in the cultural representations of late nineteenth-century Spain. This chapter will foreground the ways in which discourses on ...

Marginal Subjects: Gender and Deviance in Nineteenth Century Spain
Flint, Azelina Hughes, Tomos McGettigan, Katie Salway, Matthew and White, Rebecca 2020. XV American Literature to 1900. The Year's Work in English Studies, Vol. 99 ...

Race, Transnationalism, and Nineteenth-Century American Literary Studies
At the founding of the Republic, the concept and practice of “liberty” conflicted with the continued existence of slavery.

THE PORT RAIL: Country finds strength in embracing liberty and freedom for all
Established July 4, by Scientology Founder L. Ron Hubbard, the Founding Church of Scientology in Washington, D.C., holds a unique place in the history of the Scientology religion. It was inaugurated ...

Celebrating Freedom and the Founding of the Church of Scientology in the Nation’s Capital July 4, 1955
Jeremy Barrett, 58, of Tucson, Arizona has died after he and others were intentionally struck by a driver at the Bike the Bluff bike race.

Cyclist struck by driver during Arizona’s Bike the Bluff race dies
LOS ANGELES • The Crown and The Mandalorian led nominations on Tuesday for the Emmy Awards, in a diverse field packed with newcomers and feel-good television shows that reflected the surge in ...

British royals and Baby Yoda lead the race
The nineteenth spring regatta of the Nassau Boat ... it is believed, sacrificed the race and prize to save his friend. View Full Article in Timesmachine » Advertisement ...

IN AND ABOUT THE CITY; RACING ON THE HARLEM. NINETEENTH SPRING REGATTA OF THE NASSAU BOAT CLUB.
The World Poker Tour (WPT) just began its 19th season. The tour and its corresponding television show were instrumental in boosting the popularity of poker at the turn of the century. With ...

Boston's Brian Altman makes poker history by winning same WPT event two times in a row
He qualified for the U.S. Olympic Trials in the event and reached the semifinal round finishing 19th out of 24 runners ... except for maybe the last race, but that's right. It'd be hard to be hungry ...

Ann Arbor Skyline's Hobbs Kessler wins Gatorade Track and Field Player of the Year award
The Glens Falls region had its fair share of inventive minds in the 19th century. Here are 10 local inventions: Alexander Orr Jr. patented the prize-winning “Orr Perfection Spring Bed ...

Building the better shirt collar: 19th-century inventors from the Glens Falls region
Alex Bowman worked his way from the middle of the pack to race solidly inside the top five for most of Sunday's racde at Atlanta Motor Speedway, earning a fourth-place result. Bowman was outside the ...

Race Rundown: Bowman rallies in Atlanta for top-five finish
That race included a novice Teddy Roosevelt ... The last three decades of the 19th century saw a strident belief in technology’s ability to solve problems — “Progress” — confronted ...

What tripped up the 19th-century version of Andrew Yang
Hundreds gathered at the Frederick County Fairgrounds Saturday for the 19th Annual Frederick Running Festival, some with signs to cheer on friends and family and others with their sneakers tightly ...
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